
 

 

trigger warning: this article holds sensitive topics and refers to rape 

Some Kind of Spell is 
Read Out Loud,  
after which a Seeker 
Seeks a Frequency 
and then We Talk 
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Dramaturge, actor and performance artist Ndinomholo Ndilula shares his 
work mASCUliN(I)TY. A meditation on being-with and listening, the two-hour 
experience offers spaciously layered insights into archives, history, 
frequencies and masculinity.  

--

I log on fifteen minutes early because I've offered to participate. Another 
online performance. But I don't mind. Despite the havoc and sorrow of 2020, 
I am grateful to be getting windows of access into the works of many artists 
and friends all over the world. It has been almost five years since I last saw 
Ndinomholo Ndilula and now I have the chance to participate in one of his 
performances. Blessed day!  

The performance, entitled "mASCUliN(I)TY", is taking place via Zoom in the 
framework of a series of Artist Activations initiated by Sister Namibia  and 1

produced and curated by StartArt Gallery . Ndinomholo developed the work 2

in conversation with the Sister Namibia archives.  

A hand-held phone is filming Ndinomholo standing outside of the Sister 
Namibia offices underneath a tree, as he gives myself and the other 
participants a run-down of how it's going to work. Myself and four other 
readers are going to read aloud an important piece of Namibia law, the 
Combating of Rape Act , which was published in 2000. We have already 3

received the document, and everyone knows which sections they are reading. 

 Sister Namibia is a feminist and women's rights organization founded in 1989 in 1

Windhoek, Namibia. The organization produces a quarterly publication as well as facilitates 
workshops around gender issues and women's rights and has a library on their premises 
of over 2000 books. 

 StartArt Gallery is an independent gallery operating online and in Namibia.2

 The Combating Rape Act (No. 8 of 2000) is a progressive piece of Namibian law that 3

vastly improved many legal definitions around rape, furthered the protection for people 
who have been raped and introduced tougher convictions for rapists. You can find it here.

https://www.ndinomholo.com/
https://www.startartgallery.com/
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex4.detail?p_lang=&p_isn=82559&p_classification=01.04
https://sisternamibiatest2014.wordpress.com/


 

As we wait for the rest of the audience to log on, I watch the screen.  

In the image, I can see or rather, feel, the subtle movements of the body of 
the person who is holding the phone and the micro-motions makes me feel 
held. I think of Ndinomholo holding this performance, of Sister Namibia 
holding Ndinomholo's research, this unseen person holding the phone, which 
is holding the image I'm looking at, alongside twenty other anonymous 
people now entering the Zoom meeting - and I marvel at humanity.  

Screenshot from Zoom performance of 'mASCUliN(I)TY' (2020) 



The performance is introduced and a trigger warning is shared, for folks who 
are sensitive to the topic of rape. We're also told that after the reading, 
Ndinomholo will perform another short piece, and then there will be a Q&A. 
We start to read the Act.  

The twelve-page legal document takes just under an hour to read.  
I am reading the sections highlighted in blue, my opening lines are:  

"...to make provisions for the rights of a complainant of rape in bail 
proceedings; to further regulate the granting of bail to persons 
charged with rape, to further regulate the circumstances in which 
certain criminal proceedings shall not take place in open court."  

As we continue reading, I realize how naively I walked into this vast 
document. Reading text out loud is embodying meaning in a very visceral 
way - like trying on clothes.  

This particular text, the content and legal vocabulary feels otherworldly but at 
the same time grounded in sombre reality. It's turning into an endurance 
piece as time begins to stretch and intense emotions fold themselves into the 
enunciation and activation of this document. I lose myself regularly in 
understanding sentences - the unfamiliarity of the language crashes against 
the brevity of the law. In my mind, questions come up as the reading and 
listening continues. How could a survivor of rape engage with the reading, let 
alone the enacting, of this document? How did we get to a point where this 
law is so vital yet also so incomprehensible? How do we protect ourselves 
from each other? Marvelling at humanity again, but this time from a slightly 
different perspective.  

I also feel that we are reading the outlines of powerful magic, since I've 
always felt that law making is some kind of spell-work. I feel the years of 
collective work, time, energy and money that have gone into the writing of this 
Act, the crafting of this spell. But at the same time, knowing of the extreme 
problem of sexual and gender-based violence in southern Africa, I also 
wonder if and how these words land in the real world to actually combat rape.  



My thoughts start to distract me, so I grip onto each word, steadying myself 
until the group finally completes the task together.  

Surfacing from the document takes some time. We're gently told that the 
second part of the performance will begin, and the unseen phone-holder 
carries us to what looks like an empty parking lot. There's something a little 
DIY, a little familial, about this mildly awkward transition into the next section 
of the performance. The frankness and warmth of this crossover grounds me 
after the reading and I watch as Ndinomholo strides across the parking lot 
and across my screen. I assume he is going to his "starting position" for the 
performance. There's a pause - the empty parking lot. Ndinomholo strides 
back again, crossing the space with large steps. Another pause, slightly 
longer this time. I begin to smile.  

Once more, Ndinomholo crosses the stage-space-screen, this time he is 
barefoot. He crosses again, his shirt is gone. He crosses again - a costume is 
emerging. He takes his time entering the performative state, like one elegantly 
entering a body of water. For the sake of what is yet to come I will now stop 
referring to the performer as Ndinomholo with a "he/him" pronoun, and start 
referring to the performer as "The Character" with a "they/them" pronoun.  

Screenshot from Zoom performance of 'mASCUliN(I)TY' (2020)



This rhythm of entering and exiting, imbued with a gentle humour, begins to 
develop as the Character continues to enter and exit the screen. I become 
aware of the embodied invocation of crossing. 

Crossing space and screens, crossing timelines and histories, crossing 
concrete law and ambiguous action. The Character suddenly runs across the 
space, this time mildly urgent. Strange muffled sounds, textured like grey 
creases in space-time, come through my device and it's not entirely clear if 
these sounds form part of the performance or if there's just a weird sound 
issue with Zoom. The Character re-enters to place a small black box on the 
concrete floor (which I later find out is a radio) and leaves again. This matter of 
fact placement of the only object in the space somehow indicates that the 
sounds I'm hearing are a part of the performance.  

Screenshot from Zoom performance of 'mASCUliN(I)TY' (2020)



The Character re-enters once more, this time holding two smallish pale 
objects in each hand. The objects are gently curved - like a line in the process 
of becoming a circle. They hold up the objects, arms outstretched towards 
the beyond, and wait - searching for signal.  

The objects feel like antennae. I wait with them; slightly frustrated at how far 
away they are standing, wishing I could see their face better, and also those 
objects that they're holding so importantly. My attention starts to wander in 
this waiting game and suddenly I see a large piece of red cloth is now on the 
screen too, draped across the parking lot floor. Where did that come from? 
The Character holds out again the curved objects, their whole body seems to 
be listening. Or is it my body that's listening? There's a quality of drifting in 
whatever I'm watching, but drifting with a focused agenda. And then The 
Character's entire body starts to vibrate and shake, the impulse of the 
vibrations move their body a few metres to the side. The vibration stops. They 
walk off again, rather unceremoniously.  

We're left with the small black box and the long red cloth. A pause.  

Suddenly The Character runs back on, straight up to the phone, their face 
close to our screen (the sudden proximity surprises me). They hold papers 
and what appears to be a couple of Sister Namibia magazines up to the 
screen, desperately trying to show us something, opening some of the 
documents in a panicked way and trying to communicate something, but 
they make no noise and look regularly and quickly behind them, as though 
they're being chased and there's not much time.  



This strange moment feels crucial and urgent, but also somehow flustered, 
almost comic. The scene lasts no more than a minute before The Character 
runs off again, as though out of time. This surprising moment of urgency is 
the closing scene to an otherwise quiet and spacious performance. I clap 
softly by myself as we're carried back to the corner where we did the reading.  

We're invited to submit questions through the Zoom chat just before 
Ndinomholo appears again, now in normal attire. He begins to read and 
respond to the questions that start coming in through the Zoom chat, and 
this post-performance talk begins to colour and enrich the work.  

Screenshot from Zoom performance of 'mASCUliN(I)TY' (2020)



At the beginning of the performance, Ndinomholo spoke about how part of 
his practice is turning history into art. Here at the end, he talks about turning 
information into knowledge, and people share their experiences and thoughts 
around the listening to the Combatting of Rape Act and how this law can 
become common knowledge .  4

We learn that Ndinomholo never really conceptualized the first half of the 
performance and the second half of the performance to be connected, rather 
as two separate happenings placed next to each other - in relation to each 
other, but not necessarily about each other.  

He tells us of this Character who continues to appear in his work, who only 
exists through things, showing up in liminal spaces. When someone asks 
about the two curved objects, he recounts a story about going to a farm with 
his father, where he witnessed someone using divining rods to find 
underground water and describes how similar the process feels when he 
works with an archive, this sensation of seeking a frequency or a trace, an 
embodied listening to find something. Spending time in the Sister Namibia 
archives, he refers to encountering such a high frequency, it almost became 
stillness -  very similar to the sensation he experiences when he performs.  

He recalls the ways in which Sister Namibia was the first queer space that he 
encountered as a "young homosexual person" in Windhoek and talks about 
the process of reflecting on his own relationship to masculinity, which was 
both the theme of Sister Namibia's current issue and the prompt for his 
research.  

 As an aside, one audience member shared with us that the Legal Assistance Centre in Namibia 4

has made a publication and poster in multiple languages that "translates" the Combatting of Rape 
Act into more accessible language. You can find it here.  

https://www.lac.org.na/index.php/publications/?lac_title=Combating


As the event comes to a close, I consider this work as two performances 
speaking to each other across and through their differences. The first felt like 
a provocation of something material. This collective reading of public law 
presented a dense experience of compact legal language, which aims to be 
as clear and exacting as possible for the assurance of justice. The second felt 
like an invocation of something spiritual. An opaque performance, asking us 
to witness a body in space, crossing and seeking something, where spoken 
language is absent and meaning can only be intuited or felt. And yet both 
pieces invited a listening and a witnessing, a being-present-with-in-time.  

The broader thematics of gender, masculinity, history and violence were 
already set up through the title and context of the work. Threads of meaning 
within these topics were not presented, but rather made visible through the 
experience of "being with" what these topics activate within us. This is the 
sort of work that takes its time to settle in the body and in its own way, 
nourishes a type of reflection which seems to develop its own frequency 
across space and time.  

Screenshot from Zoom performance of 'mASCUliN(I)TY' (2020)


